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Somaiya Vidyavihar University
A new milestone in a glorious ongoing journey

Established in 2019, Somaiya Vidyavihar University, Mumbai, is a self-financed, autonomous university 
recognized by the University Grants Commission (UGC). Somaiya Vidyavihar, with over six decades of rich 
experience in building and managing educational institutes of great repute, is the sponsoring body.

Operational from 26th August 2019, Somaiya Vidyavihar University is a place where you can explore new 
possibilities, pursue your passion and above all, find yourself.

Somaiya Vidyavihar University is located in the heart of Mumbai and boasts of a sprawling green 
campus. The university is equipped with excellent educational, recreational, community, health, and 
sports facilities. 

Somaiya Vidyavihar offers students the flexibility to simultaneously earn degrees and certifications in 
multiple disciplines offered by our constituent colleges.
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Shri Samir Somaiya,
Chancellor,
Somaiya Vidyavihar University

Welcome to Somaiya Vidyavihar University. We are a place where you can explore new 
possibilities, pursue your passion, and above all, find yourself.

Our motto is:                                                Knowledge alone liberates. Knowledge provides opportunity. 
To make the life lived more meaningful. In the service of one’s family, one’s community, one’s 
समाज, country, and indeed the world.

The education we provide will reflect its timeless fundamentals, its current context, and 
applications. We will strive to provide you with an environment to engage this world, to 
discover new truths, make new applications to create and share knowledge. Our education 
will also be experiential and holistic. With projects that are 'real' and those that 
complement the learning inside the classroom. We want you to be at the cutting edge of 
change, to incubate companies, to create NGOs, and pursue any field of your passion. Our 
education will also instill an appreciation for art and culture, the Indian tradition, and will 
include sports as a part of the campus experience. We want each of you to lead a full life, to 
fall in love with life.

Our dream is to build a world-class research and teaching institution, that is global in the 
reach of its ideas, and universal in its service. I invite you to come and be a part of our 
community and to further this mission.
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S K Somaiya College is a premier institute of higher education in liberal arts, humanities, 
commerce, science and social sciences under the Somaiya Vidyavihar University, Mumbai.   

S K Somaiya College offers a variety of undergraduate and postgraduate courses, curated and 
developed by a large number of eminent teachers and experts from the industry, serving on the 
statutory academic bodies of the College. The teaching-learning system of the College ensures 
acquisition of knowledge and skills at all levels - professional development, work experience and 
commitment to life-long learning. The College follows global standards in syllabi, curricular 
transactions, industry-society immersion and exposures, and innovative examination patterns. 
The courses are taught by highly qualified and experienced teachers with the top academic 
credentials like Ph.D Degrees. In industry-relevant subjects like Commerce, Business Studies, 
Information Technology, Mass Media, Computer Science and Applied Sciences, renowned 
professionals from the industry and corporates are engaged as Adjunct and Visiting Faculty for 
teaching and training. The courses are so tailored that the students get excellent and diverse 
opportunities for academic progression in their own post-graduate courses, for industrial 
placements in multinational companies, and for furthering education and research in premier 
Research and Development institutes in the country and abroad.  

S K Somaiya College students will be uniquely privileged to benefit from the most advantageous 
facilities like in-campus entrepreneurship/start-up innovations for students through the Research 
Innovation Incubation Design Labs (riidl) and BioRiiDL, and entry into core areas of advanced 
research through the Somaiya Institute of Research and Consultancy (SIRAC).

I have great pleasure in inviting you to the Somaiya Vidyavihar University, and I wish you best of 
luck in getting admitted as a student of this meticulously planned futuristic college of integrated 
UG and PG Studies.

Prof. V. N. Rajasekharan Pillai
Vice Chancellor
Somaiya Vidyavihar University
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“Arise Awake and stop not till the goal is reached”

S K Somaiya College is a constituent college of Somaiya Vidyavihar University with a 
future-ready & state-of-the-art infrastructure, located on the University’s sprawling campus in 
Mumbai. 

The college is set up to provide quality affordable education by making it accessible to all 
sections of society. It offers diverse educational programmes in the fields of Commerce, 
Management, Humanities, Social Science, Science & Technology, giving the students the 
opportunity to not only choose from a wide choice of subjects but also to explore various 
academic formats. It also offers the flexibility to complement a Major with a Minor degree, and 
develop advanced theoretical and research skills in the Honours programme. All of this is 
aimed at giving an extra edge to students, enabling them to display their varied skill sets and 
talents upon embarking on a career in a competitive corporate market.

We follow a student-centric approach integrating both traditional and the new-age innovative 
practices. The classroom is looked upon as a site of engaged learning, reflective action and 
participatory pedagogy, through value-based holistic teaching and learning.

Our endeavour and commitment are to help our students to generate innovative ideas, equip 
them with the skills needed to adapt better to the changing global scenario This approach not 
only ensures that they gain access to multiple career opportunities but is also beneficial to 
society at large. In the words of our founder, we want our students not only to learn how to 
make a living but also how to live. 

Looking forward to an enriching journey together…

C.A. Monica Lodha
Director - S K Somaiya College
Somaiya Vidyavihar University
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The rate at which the world is changing is unprecedented. What is a breakthrough in the 
morning, is obsolete by evening. How does one create an education system suited to such 
times? The brightest academicians and leading industry experts came together to evolve a 
solution; and the S K Somaiya College has been established - an educational system, 
designed by the future, for the future.

A constituent college of the Somaiya Vidyavihar University, S K Somaiya College, was 
established to provide students multi-disciplinary programmes with a wide array of 
professionally oriented educational choices that empowers them to successfully migrate 
from in-depth theoretical knowledge to practically applying the same effectively, in 
corporate setups too. 

The core objective of this revolutionary new system is to develop individuals with well-honed 
multidisciplinary education, that allows them to effortlessly adapt to any professional 
challenges they might be faced with.

Situated in a lush 50-acre Somaiya Vidyavihar campus in the heart of Mumbai, and equipped 
with state-of-the-art facilities, including fully-furnished hostels for girls and boys, various 
dining options, 24x7 medical centre, sports fields, etc. Our students are assured of having the 
most unmatched educational experience. 
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Academic Flexibility 
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The global economy is passing through a VUCA (Volatility Uncertainty Chaos Ambiguity) phase. Job 
security & long-term career plans, are becoming less relevant, to a point where it has become a 
new normal for millennials to average up to seven job changes in a lifetime. Most popular curricula 
have been found to be lacking in preparing students for the uncertain professional challenges.

At this point S K Somaiya College in collaboration with industry experts, took upon itself the task of 
creating a top-of-the-line, multi-disciplinary liberal programme that would enhance the student’s 
mind’s capability for critical thinking and ability to analyse and use information effectively.

Our programmes are designed to keep students gainfully employed through their lifetime, this 
evolutionary programme allows students not only a Bachelor's degree but also an opportunity to 
learn advanced courses, earning one an Honours Degree. 

Not only do students get a wide choice of subjects they can Major in, along with it they can 
undertake a Minor Degree providing a multi-disciplinary edge to their learning. The Minor courses 
could be from another stream in the same college or in other subjects viz. Branding & Marketing, 
Indian & Foreign Languages, Religion and Culture, Psychology and many others, being offered by 
the other constituent colleges of Somaiya Vidyavihar.

For students who want to expand their networks and fast-track their careers, the college is also 
proposing to offer Dual Degree Programmes which allow them to pursue two degrees 
simultaneously in the same domain or two different domains.

At S K Somaiya College, education goes beyond the classroom, into the sports field, auditoriums 
and studios as well. Our students are encouraged to take up Exposure Courses in Music, Languages, 
Arts, Sports, as part of their Graduation. 

To add to this, they can even opt for Certificate Courses in varied fields of their interest viz. event 
management, design thinking, travel and tourism. 

This unique liberal approach prepares students in multiple disciplines to a great level of 
professional proficiency so that they are able to attract way more professional opportunities.



Attributes setting S K Somaiya 
Graduates apart
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Sound theoretical and practical knowledge of the subjects studied.
Academic excellence:

Professional Efficiency:

Environmental Sensitivity:

Critical Thinking:

Analytical Thinking:

Our graduates will have developed evaluative thinking skills which would benefit 
the individual learner, the community, and the entire world.

Critical thinking leads to an analysis of the subject i.e. understanding beyond 
the verbal meaning and establishing cause-effect relation. S K Somaiya 
graduates will have developed the ability to collect and analyze information, 
problem-solve, and make decisions efficiently.

Creativity and Originality:
The regular practice of applying critical thinking and analysing of the subjects, 
makes the students original thinkers who can establish their own views, ideas, 
principles, and theories on any subject.

Strong presentation and communication skills:
Our students are taught how to actively listen to and also prepare, create and 
deliver clear & effective presentations, reports, briefings etc. All of these are 
critical for work place success. 

Leadership and team spirit:
Team building is taught both as an art and a science to our students, they learn 
to collaborate and work together on various assignments given to them.  Working 
on group assignments helps them to tap into their innate leadership qualities 
and nature them too. 

Engagement with the Society:
Through their subject knowledge and co-curricular activities, serve the society, 
especially those at the bottom of the pyramid.

Ability to use the knowledge to efficiently meet the demands and challenges in 
ones career.

Environmental care has taken prime position because of the threats currently 
faced by the planet. Our students get sensitized through various academic and 
extra-curricular activities. 

The bedrock of S K Somaiya College’s academic philosophy is that every student who 
successfully completes their programme would have thoroughly imbibed the lifelong 
professional attributes that our programmes are designed to instill in them, before they go 
forth into the world to chart their own course.



Future-ready Course Offerings

While Commerce and Business Studies has been a forte for Somaiya Vidyavihar campus 
from decades, fact is that the business environment and economic ground realities have 
changed radically. Our Commerce and Business Studies Programme offers a bouquet of 
up-to-date options ranging from Accounting, Finance, Banking and Management that 
have been created, keeping these new realities in mind. These Programmes are top-end 
courses that will prepare a student for a successful career in the field of commerce and 
management. The contents of these programmes are developed to meet the current and 
future industry demand, in close co-operation with all the stakeholders viz. faculty, 
alumni, industry, academic experts, etc.

The Master’s Programmes in the field of Commerce and Business Studies are aimed at 
Graduates of Bachelor’s Programmes with above-average ability, who are keen to obtain 
an advanced knowledge-based qualification.  The Master’s Programmes at S K Somaiya 
College build on the skills and knowledge acquired at undergraduate level. These 
programmes are geared towards practical application. They promote analytical and 
reflective skills and enhance the career prospects of those aspiring to middle and senior 
management positions as well as of those choosing to pursue entrepreneurial 
endeavours.

Commerce and Business Studies 

S K Somaiya College has relooked at and re-scoped all its offerings to give students a 
relevant and futuristic education in the fields of Commerce, Arts and Sciences.



For Eligibility criteria, Fees, Admission details: Please visit 
https://sksac.s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/SKSC_Admission2020-21(210420).pdf

Courses Offered 

Business Management Studies: 

Post Graduate Programmes: 
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Undergraduate Programmes:
� Bachelor of Commerce (Honours)
• Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting & Finance)
• Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting & Finance) (Honours)
• Bachelor of Commerce (Banking & Finance)
• Bachelor of Commerce (Financial Markets)

• Bachelor of Business Administration (Honours)
• Bachelor of Business Management

• Master of Commerce (Accountancy)
• Master of Commerce (Accounting & Finance)
• Master of Commerce (Banking & Finance)
• Master of Commerce (Business Management)
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Science and Technology
The rate at which the world is making scientific and technological progress, academic institutions 
are barely able to keep pace with imparting effectively all the knowledge that is pouring in.
At S K Somaiya College, our distinguished faculty is at the forefront of cutting-edge research and 
discoveries. This makes our curriculum the latest and the most up-to-date content in Science & 
Technology, giving students a chance to be part of creating the future.

• Modern Laboratories
• Access to the latest scientific papers
• Direct scientific knowledge from laboratories around the world
And you have a programme that makes students multi-faceted and future-ready scientists.

Add to this -

Undergraduate Programmes:
• Bachelor of Science (Biotechnology) (Honours)
• Bachelor of Science (Computer Application) 
• Bachelor of Science (Computer Science) (Honours)
• Bachelor of Science (Information Technology)
• Bachelor of Science (Information Technology) (Honours)

Post Graduate Programmes:
• Master of Science (Biotechnology)
• Master of Science (Computer Science)
• Master of Science (Environmental Studies)
• Master of Science (Information Technology)
• Master of Science (Mathematics)
• Master of Science (Nutraceuticals)
• Master of Science (Polymer Science)
• Master of Science (Statistics)

Courses Offered 
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Arts and Humanities
In this day and age of rapid globalisation, it is increasingly becoming important to 
have a working understanding of diverse people through their languages, histories 
and cultures. Arts and Humanities is an academic discipline that studies aspects 
of Culture, Media, Society, Communication and Human Values. This newly evolved 
curriculum has been specifically designed, keeping in mind the huge anticipated 
demand for professionals who can thrive in diverse locations and cultures, thanks 
to their unmatched understanding of the same.
We at S K Somaiya College, provide professional Media Education through unique 
concepts of modern media techniques along with human values and culture. The 
pedagogy followed is flexible, innovative, experiential and creative.

Post Graduate Programmes:
� Master of Arts (Communication & Journalism)
• Master of Arts (Economics)
• Master of Arts (Entertainment, Media & Advertisement)

Undergraduate Programmes:
� Bachelor of Arts (Mass Communication & Journalism) (Honours)

Courses Offered 



The pillars for Balanced & 
Enriched learning 

Our distinguished faculty – the Pride of Academia:
The responsibility of arming our new generation of students with our new-age syllabus has been 
entrusted to the able hands of our distinguished faculty who have a deep understanding of 
academics and in-depth industry experience. They are well-versed with modern teaching 
methodologies that enable them to connect with the students. Our guest lectures expose the 
students to a wide range of ideas and perspective.  

Our Future-ready Syllabus 
Ensures an optimal mix of on-campus and on-site education via summer internships and 
industry projects: While many students, in general, might intellectually understand concepts, 
the real test comes when they must apply what they have learnt, in the real world. Our syllabus 
is designed to factor in a judicious mix of stimulating theory as well as hard-nosed practical 
applications of the same. This further empowers our students to be truly future-ready.

Campus Placements Acclaimed Pedagogy Brilliant Faculty  Customised Mentorship Digital Learning

Students Exchange Programmes SustainabilityExperiential Learning Guaranteed Internships
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Our Facilities & Infrastructure - dedicated 
to our students’ progress

S K Somaiya College has well-equipped laboratories, multiple common computing facilities, a 
library spread over 2 floors, a canteen, a multimedia studio, indoor sports facilities such as a 
badminton court, carom room, table-tennis rooms etc.  
Additionally, the Somaiya Vidyavihar campus is host to multiple top-of-the line facilities including 
incubation and research centres, full-sized football fields and cricket grounds, tennis courts, 
Olympic-sized athletics track, auditoriums, open-air plazas and amphitheatres, fully-featured 
hostels, 24x7 medical centre etc. A new indoor sports complex with a swimming pool is also being 
constructed on the campus.
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1 Visionary - 60+ years of Legacy 

40,000 Students
100+ Student Clubs

230+ Courses
20+ Libraries 

1,500+ Faculty 
2,500+ Staff 

8 Campuses
34 Institutions

6 Hostels
1,500+ Student
Accommodation

100+ Start-ups 
20+ Project Patents

11 Dining 
Options

20+ Sports
Offerings

Girls : Boys
Ratio - 1:1
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Padma Bhushan Shri K. J. Somaiya
Founder, Somaiya Vidyavihar (Estd: 1959)



Contact Us

S K Somaiya College
Somaiya Vidyavihar University,
Vidyavihar (E), Mumbai-400077, India.
Phone: +91-22-67169687

Email: admission.sksc@somaiya.edu
Website: sksc.somaiya.edu/

@SomaiyaTrust @SomaiyaVidyavihar

@somaiyavidyaviharuniversity somaiyavidyavihar.blog

Become a successful, multi-faceted and future-ready 
professional.


